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AssrnA.cr
Diamond-type structures are predisposed to twinning, owing to the reiatively siight
energy difference between the normal and twinned configurations. A non-parallel set of
twinning operations produces high-order twinning. Previously known in diamond, this structural defect is extended to siiicon. The method of analysis by x-ray means, applicable to
the study of intergrowths in general, is given.
High-order twinning in diamond-type structures introduces substantial structure discontinuities. The geometrical aspects of such ,.high-order twin joins" are discussed.

INrnorucrroN
High-order twinning derives from a set of non-parallel twinning operations. In a diamond-type structure, for example,an initial twininng operation generatesa twin, I, on (111) of a host crystal. A secondoperation
generatesa twin, II, on (111) of the same host crystal. The relationship
between the host and each of twins I and II is that of simple, or firstorder twinning; that betweenindividuais I and II is high-order (in this case,
second-order)twinning.
Twinning in diamond-type structures introduces deviations from
normal bonding commencing with the tertiary coordinations. Since the
primary and secondary coordinations remain unafiected by the twinning
operation, there obviously exists only a very slight energy difference
between the normal and twinned configurations. It is to be expected,
then, that the frequency of twinning in such materials would be high.
Also, since there are four structurally equivalent, potential twinning
directions available, examination of these substancesshould reveal the
type of multiple operations involved in high-order twinning.
A study of diamond crystals, even those of gem variety, almost invariably reveals the presence of at least microscopic twinning. Highorder twinning in diamond has been described on the basis of both
morphological (1) and r-ray (2) evidence. Nevertheless, owing to the
limited availability of diamonds and to the fact that one cannot perform
a simple synthesis and thus easily vary experimental conditions, the
study of such structurai defects is considerably handicapped. f'ortunately, however, recent emphasis on solid state research in silicon and
germanium has made available many excellent crystals for such studies.
Since these materials are isomorphous with diamond, the information
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thus gleanedcan easily be extrapolatedto the latter. The presentstudy
demonstrates high-order twinning in silicon and discussessome general
geometricalaspectsof this phenomenonin diamond-type structures.
PnocBnunp AND RESULTS
The particular crystal with which this paper is mostly concerned was
grown by the Czochralski technique, i.e., by pulling an oriented seedfrom
a meit. The seed,in this case,was oriented and pulled along [001]. A
surface portion of the resultant silicon crystal showed a scallop-like
structural outcrop, with cusps at 90o-intervalsaround the circumference
of the crystal. One such cusp became the subject of detailed.r-ray
study. An enlargementof the area of interest is reproducedin Fig. 1, in

Frc. 1. Localized surface structure on silicon, viewed along [100] of the host (I1)
crystal. Circle shows position of incident r-ray beam (20X).

which the host crystal is viewed along [100]. In addition to the host
(Il), three other individuals,,4, B,and C, are noted in the figure. Their
mutual orientations were determined by the back-reflection Laue technique.
The area circled in Fig. 1 denotes that which was bathed by the r-ray
beam. The resultant back-reflectionLaue pattern, centeredon (100) of
the host crystal, is reproduced in Fig. 2a. The difierent profiles of the
reflections on the pattern can be correlated with the shapes of the surface areas exposed to the beam by the different crystal orientations.
Thus, it is easily possible to Iocate symmetry centers due to each of the
individuals noted in Fig. 1. Three octahedralcenterswere located,which
could be correlatedwith orientations,4, B, and C. The schematicdrawing in Fig.26 shows clearly the threefold symmetry about (111;a and
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Frc.2a.

Back-reflection Laue pattern centered on (100) of the host crystal: CuK,

24 hrs.,crystalto film:2.78 cm. (1.1X).

(111)8.The threefold center due to individual C is not immediately evide:Ll!, however the symmetrical distribution of reflections along the
(111)B-(11T)c zone line bears out the positioning of (ttt)c. ffris
symmetrical distribution can be traced in either direction from the
(112) reflection (Fig. 2D), which is common to individuals B and C.
The model depicted in Fig. 3 demonstrates the mutual orientations of
the four individuals, host, -4, B, and C. The faces labelled on the model
correspond with the symmetry centers noted in the Laue pattern. This
postulated twin complex was confirmed by a comparison of calculated
interfacial angles with those measured on the Laue pattern. The following table presents these data.
Angle between
ll00lr. and.
[11T],{
[1IIJa
[1II]c

Calcu.loted.

Obsaaed

150 48',
1 5 04 8 '
330 30',

1 5. 8 0

1 5. 8 '
33.4"

Thus, the localized silicon section under consideration is actually a
twin complex in which the individuals are related as follows: A and B
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Schematic drawing of the symmetry relationships in Fig. 2a.

each bear a first-order twinning relationship with the host; C is a firstorder twin with respect to B; C has a high-order (second-order) twin
relationship with the host and a high-order relationship (third-order)
with.4.
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Frc' 3. Twinned complex, showing the orientations of the individuals
noted in Fie. 1,
view is along [100] (double arc) of the host crystal (ruled; onry lower half
visibie).
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In addition to the first-order twinning on (111) and (11t), as depicted

bubble within the structure.
DrscussroN

graplanes make the same angle with the direction of the temperature

is the trace of the boundary-between the host crystal and an individual
developedby twinning on lttt; of the host. Such boundariesrepresent
minor structure discontinuities, since the initial deviation from normal
bonding lies in the tertiary coordinations. The cross-hatched lines are
traces of boundaries between high-order (second-order) twins and represent substantial structure discontinuities, since even the primary
coordinations are disturbed. These are common in diamond crystals and
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uals related by high-order twin geometry are joined. In this respect,it
might more properly be termed a "high-order twin join-" Considerations
such as these emphasize the importance of regarding twinning as a
physical rather than a geometrical phenomenon.
Owing to the sensitive structural dependenceof electrical properties
in the diamond-type semiconductorssilicon and germanium (4), the
Dresenceof substantial structure discontinuities in these materials is

T1ri,;

Ttrrrt

Frc. 4. Schematic drawing of the twinning pattern on (001) of a silicon crystal
pulled along [001].

significant. Knowing that such discontinuities can be introduced by
high-order twinning of a diamond-type material, it remains to describe
their nature and variety.
A general grain boundary has five degreesof freedom, three deriving
from the mutual orientation of the two individuais, and two introduced
by the orientation of the join itself (5). The twinning operationsestablish
the first three degreesof freedom. The join, however, will seeka minimum
energy position, which in turn is influenced by environmental factors.
Geometrical analysis of second-and third-order twinning has revealed a
surprisingly small number of possible grain boundaries, as regards the
first three degreesof freedom, i.e., the mutual orientation of the two
individuals. Second-ordertwinning, as typified in Fig. 4, can develop but
one such grain boundary. Specifically, this is a pure tilt boundary (6)'
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having a tilt angle of 38"57' about [110].Third-order twinning (cl. A-C
relationship, Fig. 1) can introduce only two additional grain boundaries.
One is a pure tilt operation of 31o35'around [110]. This is the casewith
the A-C relationship in Figs. 1 and 3. The other third-order twin join is
of the more generaltilt-twist variety (7). The mutual orientation of the
t w o i n d i v i d u a l si s d e f i n e da sf o l l o w s :[ 1 1 1 ] r n [ 1 1 1 ] z : 7 7 " 5 3;' [ 1 1 1 h n [ 1 1 1 ] ,
:22"17'.It must be remembered.however. that the orientation oI the
join itself is not uniquely establishedby the twinning operations.
Sutrtuanv
A unique, Iocalized,structural outcrop on a silicon crystal pulled from
a melt is actualiy a four-individual twin complex. This is a special caseof
a more general twinning pattern, typical of crystals pulled along a fourfold axis, wherein twinning develops on all four upper (or lower) octahedral planes. Such non-parallel, multiple twinning in diamond-type
materials results in high-order twin joins, which represent substantial
structure discontinuities.
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